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Continental Publishes Updated Winter Tire Regulations 
for the 2022/23 Season 
• Summary of winter tire requirements in 39 countries  
• Driving on snow-covered roads: drivers give their verdict on the handling properties of 

Conti Scandinavia tires 
• Compilation of tire know-how for the winter season: tips, testimonials and product 

information 

Hanover, Germany, October 20, 2022. Continental is publishing an updated summary of winter tire 

regulations for winter 2022/23 covering a total of 39 countries in Europe and around the world as 

an aid for haulage companies and fleet operators. The regulations that apply in Germany are 

unchanged from last year and the same is true of the requirements for the other countries.  

The updated information on winter tires for the different countries can be found here.  

Out on the road with the Scandinavia line of winter tires 
The Conti Scandinavia family of tires are an ideal choice for winter driving anywhere in the world. 

The haulage company Auto Siegl Pkw-Spezialtransporte has been operating in Finland and 

Sweden for many years now and recently switched to Continental’s line of winter tires. “I’m 

extremely impressed by the tire,” praises truck driver Rene Munke. “This is the first time I’ve driven 

with the Scandinavia tire and I’m really pleased because the grip is just exceptional.” 

Fellow truck driver Sami Pyöränen, who works for Finnish haulage company Pohjaset Oy, agrees. 

“The tires offer excellent controllability and you know your vehicle is going to follow the movements 

of the steering wheel,” he says, before telling how wild animals sometimes cross the snow-covered 

roads and trails. “Up here in the North especially there are a lot of reindeer and you might have to 

brake suddenly and take evasive action. The Scandinavia tires bring the truck safely to a stop, 

even under heavy braking. They even give you enough confidence to swerve out of the way.”  

The design behind the performance 
The Conti Scandinavia tires are renowned for their safe handling characteristics even in adverse 

road conditions. The tire line employs special two-stage siping technology designed to ensure 

sure-footed performance.  

https://blobs.continental-tires.com/www8/servlet/blob/536384/e7e6af58fbac72875bf7c926a1dd368c/european-regulations-for-winter-equipment-on-trucks-and-buses-data.pdf
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Optimized rubber compounds provide particularly high levels of grip on snow, ice and in the wet, 

while the high natural rubber content of the tires gives them optimum rolling resistance and the 

required flexibility at low temperatures. Another point in their favor is that the tires are relatively 

quiet, as they demonstrate in practice. “When driving I listen to audio books rather than music, and 

I do so for hours on end,” recounts Rene Munke. “The Scandinavia tires run notably more quietly. 

That’s really great for driving comfort.” 

Two in one: year-round safety and cost efficiency with Continental 
The innovative siping technology used in the Conti Scandinavia family of tires promises sure road-

holding in winter and low, fuel-saving rolling resistance in summer. At the same time, optimized 

filler and oil content enhances the tires’ wear properties and increases their mileage. The Conti 

Scandinavia tread pattern changes from a more open structure for superior grip to a closed tread 

optimized for low rolling resistance, while still providing good adhesion to the road surface. Once 

the winter tread has worn away, you are left with a steering and trailer axle tire offering very good 

consumption figures for the summer season.  

Continental has brought out a brochure entitled “Tackle winter with confidence” containing a 

compilation of tire know-how for the winter season. As an international provider of solutions and 

services, the company offers a vast portfolio of premium tires for the winter, including a large 

number of retreads. The brochure and the summary of the regulations currently in force for winter 

tires can be found at www.conti-truck-tires.com/winter together with further winter-related 

information.  

 
 

 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of 
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and 
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated sales 
of €33.8 billion and currently employs over 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, 
the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. 

The Tires group sector has 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is one of the 
leading tire manufacturers with more than 57,000 employees and posted sales of €11.8 billion in 2021 in this 
group sector. Continental ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product 
range for passenger cars, commercial and special-purpose vehicles as well as two-wheelers. Through 
continuous investment in research and development, Continental makes a major contribution to safe, cost-
effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The portfolio of the Tires sector includes services for the tire trade 
and fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for tires. 

Video Photo Topic links: 

https://blobs.continental-tires.com/www8/servlet/blob/1279204/73915f647c8ef713d6048d4b57447dc6/pfs-winter-brochure-data.pdf
http://www.continental-tires.com/transport/products/tires/winter-truck-tires
https://video.continental.com/?v=8000e3ab-2395-401e-b21e-85294d04e67e
https://video.continental.com/?v=8000e3ab-2395-401e-b21e-85294d04e67e
https://www.continental-tires.com/www8/servlet/blob/4003118/863d5b9eab03f77e91d8ed3a963c67e7/pr-winter-bildmaterial-data.zip
https://www.continental-tires.com/www8/servlet/blob/4003118/863d5b9eab03f77e91d8ed3a963c67e7/pr-winter-bildmaterial-data.zip
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Press contact  
 

Annette Rojas 
Media Relations Manager 
Public Relations & Internal Communication 
Replacement Tires EMEA 
 
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH 
 
Phone: +49 511 938 2598  
Cell: +49 160 9083 7745 
Email: annette.rojas@conti.de 

Press portal: www.continental-press.com  
Media center: www.continental.com/media-center 
Further related links:  www.continental-tires.com/transport/media-services/newsroom 
 www.continental-tires.com 
 www.continental-truck-tires.com 
 www.continental-reifen.de/autoreifen/stories/podcast 
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Continental_PP_Scandinavia 

Safe handling characteristics even in adverse road 

conditions: the Conti Scandinavia family of winter 

tires 

 

 
Continental_PP_Winter 
 

Driving on snow-covered roads: good grip equals 

great performance. 

mailto:annette.rojas@conti.de
http://www.continental-tires.com/
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When a reindeer suddenly crosses your path, Conti 

Scandinavia winter tires bring the vehicle safely to a 

stop. 

 
Continental_PP_Winter_Tire_Regulations 
 

Winter 2022/23: summary of winter tire regulations 

in 39 countries.  
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Truck driver Rene Munke of haulage company Auto 

Siegl Pkw-Spezialtransporte GmbH, Germany 
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Truck driver Sami Pyöränen of haulage company 

Pohjaset Oy, Finland  
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